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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2017041837A1] A floor nozzle for a vacuum cleaner is provided, comprising a floor body (68), at least one suction mouth (70) which
is arranged on the floor body (60) and can be connected or is connected fluidically to a suction unit (31), and a contact device (74) which can be
placed against a surface (72) to be cleaned and which encloses the at least one suction mouth (70), wherein a suction space (78), into which the
suction mouth (70) opens, is formed between the surface (72) to be cleaned and the contact device (74) when the contact device (74) is placed
against the surface (72) to be cleaned, and wherein the contact device (74) has, on at least one side (80), openings (98) into the suction space
(78), wherein the at least one side (80) with the openings (98) is assigned at least one movable strip (104) which has at least two positions (108,
114), wherein a first position (108) is a closed position in which the openings (98) are covered, and a second position (114) is a freeing position in
which the openings (98) are freed, and wherein a movement mechanism (116) for the at least one movable strip (104) is provided which couples the
position of the at least one movable strip (104) to a stroke of the floor nozzle on the surface (72) to be cleaned.
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